
 

 

1. How did you decide on NC A&T State University? 

When I was being recruited it was between A&T and Western Carolina. On my 

visit to A&T, I immediately fell in love with the campus and knew it was home. The 

icing on the cake was that my mother would be paying less for a quality 

education and I also had family in the area so my transition to college life would 

be easier. 

 

2. What’s your major? 

Accounting 

 

 

3. What’s your favorite part about being a student-athlete at A&T? 

Being around the team including the athletes of other sports. There is different 

level of understanding and respect that is acknowledged when you are with 

athletes and teammates rather than a normal student. 

 

4. What would you like to do after college? 

After undergrad, I will be attempting to go to graduate school at A&T or UNCC for 

my masters. After obtaining that, I will like to work with small business and 

families to file tax returns. 

 

 

5. What’s your favorite memory during your time here at A&T? 



 

 

My favorite memory was winning the MEAC Baseball Championship in 2018. 

 

 

6. As a scholarship athlete, how do you feel you benefit most by the support 

you receive from our Aggie Athletic Foundation donors? 

The way I benefit from the AAF is through the improvement of facilities that the 

baseball program is receiving. The improvements are making the baseball field 

and program keep that historical atmosphere while bringing in modern 

technology. The donations are making the War Memorial Stadium another home 

for the Baseball Program 

 

7. If you could say anything to our Aggie Athletic Foundation donors, what 

would you say? 

If I had that opportunity I would say, “Thank you. The strides that the athletic 

program have taking wouldn’t be possible without the love and support of the 

AAF. The donations have drastically changed the facilities at the baseball field 

since my freshman year. However, there are still more things that can be 

improved. Please keep donating and thank you for believing in A&T. I see the 

improvements across all sports. We are making strides to compete and be at the 

top on not only an HBCU level, not only a MEAC and Big South level, but a 

national level. To do that AAF and any others pitching in to make our facilities 

better and more appealing to the top recruiting classes is huge!”  

 


